Initial MOD: What was the first thing to trigger the work-up that ultimately led to the recommendation for biopsy? Assign MOD based on prior imaging and clinical criteria.

Category S: work-up triggered by a finding on an image-based screening examination in an asymptomatic patient

- **Sma**: screening 2D mammo (NO dbt)
- **Sdbt**: screening mammo with dbt with synthetic or full field 2D
- **Sus**: screening breast ultrasound
- **Smri**: screening breast MRI
- **Scem**: screening contrast enhanced mammography
- **Snuc**: screening nuclear medicine examination
- **So**: screening with other modality (CT etc)

Category P: patient symptom or finding or provider detected finding triggers a diagnostic examination and work-up

- **Pat**: patient detected sign or symptom on self-exam
- **Ppro**: provider detected physical exam finding during clinical breast exam
- **Ppp**: patient or provider detected sign or symptom, unable to determine which was first

Category N: not one of the above

- **N**: not image-based screening, not patient or provider detected sign or symptom. Rare cases of incidental findings on body CT, for example.